Below are the updates for the activity at MAWC drilling sites for the week of August 3rd..................

*DeArmitt Pad - #1A & #1C are shut in, waiting on pipeline. #1B – Well is TIL.

*Hutchinson Pad – Prep to frac.

*Aikens Pad – #5G & #5H drilled to TD. Currently drilling lateral on #5D.

*Mamont Compressor Site - Pipe construction of all production facilities is 100% complete. Building construction 40% complete and cable tray installation is 50% complete. Concrete construction of truck load out pad is 75% complete. No accidents or injuries.

*Pipeline Activities as follows – Alex Paris finished pouring the concrete foundations for the two buildings at the Mamont Metering and Regulation Station. They excavated 3 Dominion Transmission lines in two areas to lay the CNX inlet and outlet lines underneath the DTI lines. Paris welded a 12” line and a 6” line to the dual DTI taps.

They started laying 10” pipe at the Fox Road sections of the pipeline, and are finishing 1 of the 3 stream crossings left today. Another crew is bending pipe ahead of the welders.

Emats finished the tie-in the for the compressor site tie-in, and they are finished connecting to the compressor station piping. They are also laying the second 12” pipeline that will go to the Marco and Kuhns pads. 50 feet of 20” hole remain to be bored for the 12” pipe to be pulled through the horizontal bore at Route 380.